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“President Obama Promises to Spend, Spend,
Spend… Even as the Treasury Dept. Says Our
National Finances Are a Disaster!”
“Your household’s share of the US
national debt is already $110,000.
According to this bombshell report,
your ‘fair share’ will rocket up to
$158,000 just five years from now!
“We can’t stop it. However, we can
profit from it.
“This month: an investment that
has gone up in lockstep with the
national debt!”

A

s I write this, the G-20 summit has just ended.
Along with the usual rioting and looting, this
meeting had a surprising result.
The delegates agreed to cut (!) their annual budget deficits. By half.
(Turns out blown-out budgets and runaway
spending aren’t tickets to eternal prosperity after all.
Who knew?)
Unfortunately, this sudden outbreak of common
sense didn’t last.
At the end of the meeting, President Obama overturned everything the delegates had just agreed upon.
He urged other Western nations to spend, spend, and
spend some more.
After all, the global economy is “fragile.” Obviously, that means Western governments should suck
more money out of the capital markets and blow it all
in useless “stimulus” binges.
(And too bad for those businesses which needed
that capital for expanding capacity and creating real
jobs.)
President Obama wasn’t alone in calling for more
spending. He was joined by the delegate from Argentina.
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Hmm. Argentina has the third-highest inflation
rate in the world (topped only by Congo and Venezuela). In the 20th century, this country maintained
an average annual inflation rate of 26 percent for 30
years. And just eight years ago, it defaulted on its
national debt.
Isn’t it comforting to know that President Obama
agrees with its economic approach?

Treasury Report Admits:
Our Budget is Destroyed
Just days before our President called for more
and more spending, the Treasury Department quietly issued a bombshell report.
Remember how Obama promised that if Congress
passed all his programs (stimulus, health care reform,
etc.) that the budget deficit would be reduced?
Turns out that was a lie. (Surprise, surprise.)
A month or so ago, our national debt burst through
the $13 trillion mark. That’s $110,010 per household.
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By 2015—just five years from now—the debt will
be at $19.6 trillion. Doing the math (assuming normal population growth) means that...

Our debt will reach
$158,143 per household
in just five years.
As taxpayers and US citizens, you and I will be
forced to pay this. Some of it will be in taxes, the rest
will be stolen from our purchasing power through
inflation. But we’ll have to pay it all eventually.

F

“Crowding Out”
the Private Sector

ew people seem to understand that government spending damages our economy.

Some of it is necessary for society to function,
of course. We need to fund the military, the court
system, and so on.
But that’s only a small fraction of what our
government spends.
The rest of it is, at best, less efficient than
what the private sector could do. At worst, it actually harms the economy.
Among the several harmful effects, there’s
a major one that economists call ‘crowding out’.
Government spending directly reduces our
quality of life.
This occurs in different ways, depending on
the source of the money that’s spent. If the government confiscates the money through taxes,
citizens have less money to spend for private consumption.
If the government borrows the money from the
capital markets, this hurts us in a different way.
The government’s debt instruments enjoy a perception of safety that private firms can’t match.
As a result, private companies have to pay higher
interest rates. This restrains the companies from
bringing new products to market, makes their
products more expensive overall, and cuts the
number of jobs the firms can create.
If the government just prints the money,
it steals purchasing power from its citizens by
reducing the value of cash and savings.
Regardless of where Washington gets its
money, every additional dollar it spends hurts us
in one way or the other.

And that’s just the short-term problem. We
haven’t even discussed the long-term liability of $1.25
million per household for unfunded social programs.
If you recognize the insanity of this, you’re one
of the few who see what’s coming. There’s still time
to prepare, but the window of opportunity is closing
rapidly.
I realize that I might sound like a broken record
about all this. This topic comes up in GEA quite often.
The problem is that as soon as I write about it,
Washington makes it worse.
Our debt has turned into a runaway train. And
instead of slowing it down, Obama and Pelosi are
stomping on the throttle.
One of the most outrageous aspects of this is how…

Washington is Strangling the
Economy’s Recovery
Obama claims to want more jobs in America.
Great—just cut back on government spending and
you’ll get some. About a million of them, in fact.
Is this ‘economic voodoo’? No—it comes from the
president’s own economic experts.
The President’s bipartisan fiscal commission
recently heard testimony from University of Maryland Professor Carmen Reinhart. Reinhart showed
that as national debt rises above 90 percent of GDP,
about one percent of GDP is lost. This equals about
one million jobs.
Thus, to gain back one million jobs, just bring the
debt below 90 percent.
What is the ratio currently? 93 percent.
What will the ratio be in 2015, according to
Obama’s own Treasury Department? 102 percent.
Politicians in Washington claim to want more
jobs in America. But they’re destroying jobs instead
of creating them. Why do you suppose that is?

Why the Dollar Devaluation
Must Continue
Much of gold’s amazing performance (up over 400
percent in 9 years) comes from the fall of the dollar.
We’ve made great profits so far. Will they continue? Yes, because the dollar will keep falling.
The sovereign debt crisis in Europe will force
Washington to keep debauching the greenback.
Here’s why.
Since January, the euro has lost 18 percent of its
value versus the dollar. Although this sounds bad, it
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has actually made some Europeans very happy.
The CEO of Daimler told Bloomberg, “The fall of
the euro is a benefit.” The head of Airbus has stated
that for every ten-cent drop in the euro, Airbus makes
an additional 1 billion euros in profits.
Companies with primary operations in Europe
pay most of their operating costs in euros. Thus, as
the euro falls, their effective costs decrease.
At the same time, they can sell their products
internationally for dollars and other currencies. This
means their effective revenue is rising.
So, as the euro falls, European companies who
sell internationally are gaining huge competitive
advantages against companies in the US, UK, Canada, Japan, and so on.
This hits the American economy in multiple ways:
• US firms lose international market share.
• Domestically, American companies have to
compete with cheaper European imports.
• Eventually, American firms will move some of
their operations overseas to take advantage
of the lower cost structures available there.
All these effects mean that America loses jobs.
To avoid all this, the US must keep the dollar-toeuro rate stable. Since the euro is falling, this means
the dollar must follow.
Therefore, the US will keep devaluing the dollar.
This will continue until the Eurozone debt crisis is
over.
In other words, for the foreseeable future.
The bad thing about competitive devaluations is
that once they start, they’re hard to stop. Currencies
can lose huge amounts of value very quickly.
In a race to the bottom, nobody wins… except
gold investors.
That’s yet another reason that gold has been rising. Savvy investors can see the writing on the wall,
and are acting accordingly.
Interestingly, one prominent US official can’t figure out what’s going on.

Fed Chairman Bernanke
Admits: He’s Clueless
About Gold
As head honcho of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke is supposed to ‘manage’ the American economy.
Thus you would expect—or at least hope—he
would understand how the economy works.
That makes his recent comments rather distressing. Speaking to the House Budget Committee, Bernanke admitted he was perplexed about the rising

price of gold.
He said, “Other commodity prices have fallen
recently quite severely, including oil prices and food
prices… So gold is out there doing something different from the rest of the commodity group.”
Apparently the economics Ph.D. program at MIT
doesn’t teach the difference between consumable comcontinued on page 5
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From the desk of James DiGeorgia

“Do you still think you
can’t put physical gold
into your IRA?”

I

am often contacted by investors who want to protect their wealth with gold, silver, and platinum,
even though they have most of their investment
capital in IRAs.
Many have been told that they cannot put physical gold in their IRAs. They are usually surprised
when I explain that you can.
This has many benefits. The primary assets used
in retirement planning are stocks, bonds, annuities,
and savings accounts. These all rely on the performance of other individuals and organizations.
However, in the current global economy, even
companies that seem solid can implode quickly.
Not so with gold, silver, and platinum coins.
These have inherent value. They can’t collapse from
a bankruptcy or default. They can’t be taken over by
the government when their balance sheets invert.
They can’t implode because of an accounting fraud.
Not only that, they are poised to soar in the
next few years, as governments reap the inevitable harvest from their decades of ruinous
spending. I’m expecting gold to hit $2,500 per
ounce, possibly even $5,000 in the next few years.
As a GEA reader, I’m sure you know all

United States Gold Coin sets
like this American Eagle Proof Gold set
are great ways to invest in physical gold in your IRA.

this already. What you might not know is how to
enjoy the tax benefits of an IRA, while still investing in gold, silver, and platinum.
Although there’s a little additional paperwork
involved, it’s not a complicated process. It’s also easy
to maintain the account once it’s up and running.
The best part is that you can choose exactly how
you want your retirement account to be structured.
You decide how much to devote to precious metals,
and which forms to invest in.
Also, you can do this for both new and existing
IRA funds. You can invest new IRA monies into
precious metals, ‘transfer’ existing IRAs to this
structure, or even roll over an existing account completely into precious metals. The choice is up to you.
And just like other IRAs, you can specify the
beneficiaries who will automatically receive the IRA
if you were to pass away prematurely.
I believe that every investor with a retirement
account needs the protection and profit potential
of precious metals. That’s why my investment coin
company Finest Known has specialized IRA representatives available to help you.
They’ll explain the process and help you understand all your options when investing in precious
metals through an IRA. They’re friendly and helpful, they enjoy answering your questions, and their
services are FREE.
I think this is one of the most important decisions you can make for your financial future. In fact,
I feel so strongly about it that I’m making this offer:
for a limited time, you can get your first year of IRA
fees for FREE. Yes, I’ll pay your first year of fees.
This is a $200 value, yours for a limited time.
Already have an IRA with us? Then I’ll pay next
year’s fees if you add/transfer more funds to the IRA.
Many investors have already enjoyed returns of
250-300 percent. It’s not too late to join them.
Put physical gold in your IRA. Call one of my
IRA experts at Finest Known today. Call toll-free:

(866) 697-4653
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modities and international monetary assets. Does
Bernanke really think that gold should be priced like
wheat or pork bellies?
He further admitted, “I don’t fully understand
the movements in the gold price, but I do think that
there’s a great deal of uncertainty and anxiety in
financial markets right now.”
What’s not to understand? The dollar hasn’t been
in this much trouble since the days of Jimmy Carter.
Even the world’s central bankers—probably the most
anti-gold group there is—are buying the yellow metal
nowadays.
When even the guys who print paper currency
don’t want any of it, how can Bernanke be surprised
that gold is going up?
Of course, there are some pessimists who claim to
know why the metal is rising. But, according to them,
it’s a trap. Let’s examine their claims.

Is Gold in a Bubble?

moment. Let’s say they’re correct, and gold is in a
bubble. What then?
Then back up the truck and buy with both hands,
because…

If gold plays out
in a typical bubble,
we’re about to make some
insane profits.
If we compare gold to the last major bubbles in
US markets, the yellow metal is at the same point as
NASDAQ tech stocks in 1998, and housing in 2003.
Both markets went ballistic from this point. Take
a look at this chart, recently published in the Wall
Street Journal:
900
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Some analysts and officials warn that gold is in
a bubble.
It’s unsustainable, they say. Stay away from gold.
These warnings are so wrong, it’s hard to know
where to start refuting them.
First of all, where were all these “bubble experts”
as the housing market was peaking in 2005-2006?
I started warning GEA readers about the housing bubble back in 2004, but where were these guys?
I don’t remember any of them saying a word until it
was too late.
So… if these ‘experts’ couldn’t see the grossly
bloated and inflated bubble in housing, why should
we trust their “bubble” diagnosis of the gold market?
Nevertheless, let’s play devil’s advocate for a

L

George Soros:
The “Collapse” is Real

ove him or hate him, you can’t deny that
multi-billionaire and international financier
George Soros is among the best-informed and
most politically connected men in the world.
He recently told a Vienna conference: “The
collapse of the financial system as we know it is
real, and the crisis is far from over… Indeed, we
have just entered Act II of the drama.”
He warned that today’s blowout budget deficits combined with weak economies creates a
situation “eerily” like the 1930s.
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Source: Wall Street Journal. Indexed to 100: Gold
prices as of 2001, Nasdaq as of 1990, and
S&P Homebuilding Index as of 1995

Here we see gold charted with NASDAQ in the 1990s
and the Dow Jones index of home-building stocks in
the 10 years leading up to 2005-06.
As you can see, if gold retraces the path of the
last two bubbles, we’re less than halfway to the peak.
Even though gold is up more than 400 percent from
its lows—and I hope you’ve been following my recommendations in GEA, and are enjoying nice profits—
there’s still a long way to go.
Of course, there are two other possibilities. One,
that gold is in a bubble that won’t go as high as the
previous ones, and therefore is peaking now (as some
are claiming). Two, that gold isn’t in a bubble at all.
Could gold be a bubble that’s peaking now? No.
If you’re middle-aged or older, you’ve seen at least
two major asset bubbles come and go. You know what
Gold and Energy Advisor
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happens as the peak is reached: everybody is talking
about the asset, most people believe in it and want to
participate in it, and the few naysayers are shouted
down because “this time it’s different.”
That’s not what today’s gold market is like. For
one thing, the futures markets are not predicting
huge leaps in gold’s price in the future. For another,
the public isn’t paying much attention to the metal—
yet.
OK, so is it possible that gold is not in a bubble at
all? That’s what I believe. Here’s why.
By definition, bubbles are large price distortions
that aren’t justified by the underlying fundamentals.
But as we see each month in GEA, gold has many
powerful forces driving its price up. As a physical
commodity, its supply/demand fundamentals are
rock-solid and growing stronger.

And as a monetary asset, the growing financial
chaos in the world is driving more and more investors into it. Debt is exploding. Currencies are plunging. The entire Eurozone is being bailed out.
If we’re seeing a repeat of anything, it’s not a
repeat of past market bubbles. We’re seeing a repeat
of the 1970s US economy.
America has plunged itself into a deep abyss of
debt. The world is (correctly) losing confidence in
the US dollar as a store of value. And central banks,
instead of selling gold, are buying it instead.
Dylan Grice, a strategist at SG Securities in
London, recently commented on today’s similarities
to the 1970s. He thinks another gold boom could be
unleashed today, just as it was then—when gold hit
an inflation-adjusted high of over $2,200.
He also noted that our money supply has been so

Portfolio Updates
In Update #902, we issued instructions for subscribers who own Energy Exploration and Production ETF (symbol XOP), Hess Corp. (HES), and Noble
Energy, Inc. (NBL). On XOP, we sold the June $44
call (symbol XOP100619C44). On HES, we sold the
July $55 call (HES100717C55). On NBL, we sold the
July $70 call (NBL100717C70).
In Update #904, we issued instructions for
subscribers who sold short puts on Quicksilver (KWK), Sandridge Energy (SD), and Noble
Energy (NBL). On KWK, we bought to close the
June $14 short put (KWK100619P14). Our profit
was $95. On SD, we bought to close the June $7.50
short put (SD100619P7.5). Our profit was $80. On
NBL, we bought to close the June $65 short put
(NBL100619P65). Our profit was $160.
In Update #905, we issued instructions for subscribers who hedged Energy Exploration and Production ETF (XOP), Apache Corp. (APA), and Bill
Barrett Corp. (BBG). On XOP, we rolled up the
June $44 calls (XOP100619C44) to the July $45
calls (XOP100717C45). On APA, we rolled up our
June $95 calls (APA100619C95) to the July $100
calls (APA100717C100). On BBG, we rolled up the
June $35 calls (BBG100619C35) to the July $35 calls
(BBG100717C35).
In Update #906, we issued instructions for subscribers who sold short puts on Anadarko Petroleum
(APC) and Hess Corp. (HES). On APC, we rolled up
the June $70 put (APC100619P70) to the July $65
put (APC100717P65). On HES, we rolled up the
June $60 put (HES100619P60) to the July $60 put
(HES100717P60).
In Update #907, we issued instructions for sub-

scribers who sold short puts on Anadarko Petroleum
(APC) and ATPG Oil & Gas Corp (ATPG). On APC,
we rolled up the June $60 put (APC100619P60) to
the July $60 put (APC100717P60). On ATPG, we
rolled up the June $16 put (ATPG100619P16) to the
July $16 put (ATPG100717P16).
In Update #909, we noted that our June $65 calls
on Devon Energy Corp. (DVN) would be assigned,
so 100 shares would be called away. The stock was
called away at about $69.63, and our cost basis was
$44.095. This gave us a profit of $2,090.50 and a
return of 47.41%.
In Update #910, we noted that some of our options
were expiring. We had $675 worth of options expire
this month, allowing us to keep the premiums. We
also took profits worth $375 by closing some of our
short puts. Expired and closed options totaled $1,020
for the month of June. Most of the premiums were
used to lower the cost of the underlying positions in
the portfolio.
In Update #911, we issued instructions to hedge
Devon Energy (DVN), Pioneer Natural Resources
(PXD), and EOG Resources (EOG). On DVN, we sold
the July $72.50 calls (DVN100717C72.5). On PXD,
we sold the July $80 calls (PXD100717C80). On EOG,
we sold the July $120 calls (EOG100717C120).
In Update #916, we removed our hedges for Bill
Barrett Corp. (BBG), Apache Corp. (APA), and Energy
Exploration and Production ETF (XOP). On BBG, we
bought to close the July $35 calls (BBG100717C35).
On APA, we bought to close the July $100 calls
(APA100717C100). On XOP, we bought to close the
July $45 calls (XOP100717C45).
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inflated that today, America’s national gold reserve
is only worth 15 percent of the US monetary base.
This is close to a record low.
On the other hand, at its 1980 peak, gold prices
soared so far that the US dollar was backed by gold
by more than 100 percent.
Could gold rise that far again?

Russia Markets New
“Carrier Killer” Missile to…
Iran and Venezuela?

J

ane’s, the famed defense analyst firm, has
issued a warning about a devastating new
missile system being sold by Russia.

Mr. Grice notes that
if—or when—this happens again,
gold will hit $6,300 per ounce.

Known as the Club-K, the missile carries
either a 200-kiloton nuclear warhead, or a 500kilo high explosive warhead. It has several configurations, but perhaps the scariest is a supersonic
anti-ship version. It travels at Mach 3—three
times the speed of sound.

If it gets to that level, it probably will be in a bubble. But we’ll worry about that when the time comes.

At that blistering speed, US anti-missile systems are helpless. These things scream in over
the horizon in a matter of moments.

Also, there’s another reason to expect gold’s rise
to last a long time. Take a look at this chart.
The US National Debt ($ Trillions)
and Gold Prices ($/troy ounce)

Robert Hewson of Jane’s Defense Weekly
said, “It’s a carrier-killer… If you are hit by one
or two of them, the kinetic impact is vast... it’s
horrendous.”
This system is a game-changer. Unlike other
missiles that require permanent infrastructures
or large, easily spotted transport vehicles, four
Club-Ks can be carried and launched from inside
a shipping container.
That means an entire missile battery can be
hidden inside a semi truck. Or a train. Or a merchant ship.

Gold’s price rise has closely tracked the skyrocketing US national debt.
It’s easy to understand why this would occur. As
Washington plunges us further into debt—now up
to an incomprehensible $13 trillion—the dollar will
plummet.
Because the debt will continue to balloon upwards
from here, gold prices can be expected to follow.
Investors know this. That’s why many wealthy
individuals are protecting themselves by buying gold.
Like this one…

Billionaire Investor
Goes All-In on Gold
Thomas Kaplan is the chairman and chief financial officer of Tigris Financial Group. As the Wall
Street Journal put it, he has “bet the majority of his
wealth on gold”—almost $2 billion so far.

Think about that. Any one of the thousands
of merchant vessels afloat can now carry enough
firepower to wipe out a US Navy aircraft carrier.
For that matter, so can a small patrol boat.
As for the surface-to-surface configuration of
the missile, it’s opening up a strategic nightmare
for US planners.
According to defense experts, potential customers for the Club-K are Iran and Venezuela.
Both countries are notorious supporters of terrorist groups.
As Robert Hewson noted, “At a stroke, the
Club-K gives a long-range precision strike capability to ordinary vehicles that can be moved to
almost any place on earth without attracting
attention.”
What will terrorists be able to do with such
weapons?
Kaplan explains, “I’ve reached a point where I feel
the only asset I have confidence in is gold… You’ve
got a perfect storm with no apparent solution. If the
world does well, gold will be fine. If the world doesn’t
do well, gold will also do fine … but a lot of other
Gold and Energy Advisor
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things could collapse.”
By the way, Kaplan also doesn’t believe gold is in
a bubble. He thinks it has a long way to go. As he told
the WSJ, “I wouldn’t even say we’re in a bull market
yet.”
That being the case, what does the future hold?

A Runaway Melt-up
of Gold Prices?
Why was the financial crisis of 2007-2008 so
destructive? Because of leverage.
Consumers were overleveraged on mortgages,
credit cards, and other forms of debt. Banks were
overleveraged on the mortgage loans they wrote.
Financial giants like AIG were overleveraged in
derivatives.

The Man Who
Predicted the Crisis Says:
Our National Debt is a
“Cancer”

N

assim Taleb is a professor, former senior
Wall Street trader, and practitioner of mathematical finance (applying sophisticated mathematics to financial markets).
He’s also the bestselling author of The Black
Swan, the book which predicted that major banks
and trading firms were vulnerable to unexpected
shocks—before the financial crisis hit the banking
system in 2007.
Taleb was recently interviewed on CNBC. He
says our economic situation today is far worse
than it was a couple of years ago.

When the mortgage defaults began, this leverage
caused massive, violent earthquakes in the markets.

“We had less debt cumulatively (two years
ago), and more people employed. Today, we have
more risk in the system, and a smaller tax base.”

Imagine for a moment that you had known exactly
how this was going to play out. How much money
could you have made by anticipating these shifts, and
taking the appropriate positions?

“Bank balance sheets are just as bad as they
were” two years ago when the crisis began, and
“the quality of the risks hasn’t improved.”

A similar opportunity might be presenting itself
today.

The main source of our problems is debt, which
has spread “like a cancer… We need to slash debt.
Unfortunately, that’s the only solution.”

In last month’s issue I discussed the growing
scandal among bullion banks. Certain banks that
are supposed to have billions of dollars in gold bullion actually have a mere handful of ounces in their
vaults.

Taleb was harshly critical of Washington’s
attempt to spend our way out of the recession.
“It’s not that they make mistakes, it’s that they
almost get nothing right.

Not only that, some banks and large financial
institutions are naked shorts, or close to it. I understand that some banks are leveraged as much as 100
times short in gold and silver. (Compare this to the
30 to 1 ratio that some banks had on mortgages.)
Gold’s rise, along with the ongoing shortage of
physical, has put many of these shorts in jeopardy.
Once one or two large shorts default, a run on the bullion banks could occur. Then a domino effect would
take down the whole lot.
Remember how quickly and massively a leveraged market can melt down when a default occurs.
Now imagine a gold melt up that occurs just as violently. When shorts collapse, asset prices can go up
by multiples.
This isn’t just theory. We’ve seen such defaults
before. Some memorable examples are palladium,
which almost tripled in less than one year thanks
to the TOCOM default, and copper, which shattered
price records when a “rogue” Chinese trader defaulted
on a massive short position.

“Don’t give a junkie more drugs, don’t give
a debt junkie more debt…. A bridge that’s very
poorly constructed will eventually break.”
However, if a gold default occurs, it will be
unusual in a key way. Many ‘paper’ gold investments
(especially pool certificates and shares of exchangetraded funds) will be caught up in it.
The exchange-traded funds especially seem likely
to be exposed as having empty vaults. There are other
probable victims too, but the ETFs will be the largest
and most visible ones.
Vital lesson: to protect yourself against massive,
deliberate debauching of the dollar, don’t buy paper
gold.
If the market defaults, it will be because of the
shortage of physical. So it’s physical you must have. I
expect many of the paper instruments will be worthless.
And whether or not a default occurs, the parlous
state of the dollar means gold has enormous potential right now. We live in interesting times!
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